
JT - The Partner of Choice

Global communications services 
tailored to your States and 
Governments needs 
Your evolving needs require flexible, effective and efficient 
telecommunications solutions. With over 120 years’ experience, a presence 
in over 110 countries and an extensive global alliance of partners, we are 
here to help.

We are a government owned company so we know your challenges and 
understand your opportunities, which make us the perfect partner of choice. 
We have a proven track record of delivering telecommunications solutions, 
services and support across government and states departments.
 
By transforming your operations to facilitate efficiencies and growth, we aim 
to assist your long-term goals. Our solutions are tailored to your needs; our 
team will assess, then define and implement key systems to revolutionise 
your telecommunications.

Digital growth in the public sector
In today’s landscape of globalisation, economic uncertainty, ageing populations 
and emerging technologies, the public sector faces enormous challenges. 
How can your sector best connect people and maximise resources to optimise 
employee productivity and offer real-time collaboration?

We focus on providing reliable, security-focused telecommunications innovations, 
so your departments and employees can concentrate on citizen experience and 
budget management. By helping you streamline resources, your departments 
could benefit from our relevant and valuable communications technologies.
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Develop and expand with confidence
Based on your specific communications needs, we work with you to provide
the right solutions. More than a supplier, we are a partner dedicated
to streamlining, securing and strengthening your operations.
 
Enabling efficiencies and productivity with your employees, our flexible
telecommunications solutions adapt and evolve with your needs as they
grow. We will work with you to ensure the most effective technologies are in
place to facilitate existing and planned processes.

Supporting your workforce and 
your stakeholders
Today’s public sector is more complicated than ever before. As you develop, 
being ready with the right response to opportunities and challenges takes 
considered planning and allocation of resources.
Whether employees are in the office, or on the move, our secure network 
solutions have the structure and reach to help you respond. JT provide 
technologies that help to connect and streamline communications 
processes; aiding your teams towards an enhanced customer experience.

Smart, secure solutions to benefit you
The safety of your data is a key consideration; our solutions are built with 
scalability, flexibility and resilience in mind. The security offered by our tailored 
solutions helps you take a proactive approach to protecting your critical 
information in an ever-changing sector.

Investing in your success
We have the vision to be your partner of choice for global 
telecommunications innovation. For more information about JT 
and how we can help you stay connected, contact our team today.
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